
D1 – Bellringer

Final Countdown:

Finish working on your essay. It is due 

TODAY. We’ll walk thru the submission 

process. Good luck!



Writing Time

 You’ve got the remainder of class to continue 

working on your Persuasive Essays. 

Reminder: They are due online today, March 

19th. Expert review was due March 11th (I 

emailed you about it, hopefully you took 

advantage!)

 Reminder: Log onto www.writemyworld.com

to submit your essay!

 No fallacy; you’ve got enough on your plates 

today! Note that we will be reading our 

essays in class next time! Come dressed for 

success!

http://www.writemyworld.com/


D2 – Bellringer

Prep to read your essay; practice with 

a partner, give each other feedback. 

We will start in 20 minutes! 



D3 – Bellringer

Debate: Why is the recent College 

Admission Scandal hurtful? Does it 

discredit a college education, or is it 

still worth it? VID

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQQdeAer_zo


Argument Time!

 Ok, you’ve got 30ish minutes to prep for a 
debate!

 Resolution: The U.S. Federal government ought to 
make college free for all high school graduates.

 Format:

 2 min: Group A makes Pro Argument

 2 min: Group B Makes Con Argument

 2 min: Crossfire

 2 min: Group B makes rebuttal

 2 min: Group A makes rebuttal

 1 min: Group A makes final statement

 1 min Group B makes final statement



Reading

 Reading: Ch. 6: pp 97-100

 Consider the Following:

 How does the author describe the sexual 

activity differently re: boys vs. girls?

 What “connotations” exist in these two 

descriptions? Do they matter?

 What is a sophist?

 How did Plato and the sophists see things 

differently?



Logical Fallacy of the Day

 Argument by Personal Charm

This happens when people use their charm 

to convince others that their opinion is 

right…without offering any true evidence.

Often used in conjunction with other 

fallacies.

 Example: Hey ladies (smiles, winks), I’m 

glad you asked…  

What other fallacy is used here? VID

https://www.youtube.com/embed/lG3748LYtM0?ecver=2

